Social research
We have extensive humanitarian
partnerships with global
foundations where we manage,
guide and advise to enable
future focused actions and
purpose, based on facts as
voiced by Pan-African citizens
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Resource capabilities to execute

large scale social research
projects
ask afrika runs large research studies with social research content. These
studies typically focus on understanding the behavior of people, their
attitudes and perceptions, mood- states, travel patterns, media
consumption and understanding of socio-political concepts like State
Capture or COVID-19.
The aim of these studies is to enable the public sector or investors to
understand how society understands and behaves around a topic. It
taps into fears, needs and behaviours, that will guide stakeholders with
the most relevant and current information to improve their strategies.
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ask afrika benchmark surveys that individually and collectively drive social
impact decisions

COVID-19
TRACKER
Unpacking the significant social change
brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic
Sample size:
n= +/- 12 000
The sample quota structure aligns with the
population

Quantitative research design
30-minute questionnaire
Administered in English

ORANGE INDEX
SINCE 2001and Customer
Service Excellence

Experience Diagnostics
and Trends
Service Excellence and Customer
Experience Diagnostics
and Trends

PROPRIETARY
PANEL
Ask Afrika has its own proprietary panel
which enables us to tap into the
views of SA citizens.

Sample size:
n= +/-15,000
Our annual benchmark gives insight into
the psyche of the South African citizen,
what they expect from brands and service
engagements and how this impacts the
customer experience landscape to inform
relevant retailing strategies.
These insights give vision into the larger
social trends of the country and the
longitudinally of the study allows us to track
and envision trends, specifically in relation
to what is important to South Africans and
how their expectations change in response
to social, political and economic issues.

PROFILING
TOOL
Integrated Product Usage,
Media Consumption and Consumer
Profiling Tool
Sample size:
n=+/-25,000 per annum since 2008

Since our panel has its origin in TGI it includes a
longitudinal view of SA citizens including topics
such as values, media consumption,
psychographics to name but a few.
This does not only enable us to reach relevant
segments but provides a starting point with
already a deeper understanding of SA citizens
and how this shapes their views and expectations.

As Orange Index speaks to service, TGI speaks
to our consumers, their behaviour, beliefs and
psychographic tendencies, allowing you to
segment and understand what drives your
market and cater your marketing strategies on
a tactical level.
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Our
research
assets
during
Lockdown

We are the only company to have run a Covid-19 Tracker on a weekly
basis since 1 April- we thus have 20 weeks of data on the fundamental
impact on emotion, financial hardship, hunger, besides having tracked
current issues like schooling, GBV, corruption and concern for Healthcare
workers. Our expertise was recognised in
• JSE and COBRA webinars addressed by our CEO
• Our CEO serving on two MAC technical committees on behaviour
change and mental health
• Our research being quoted by Prof Karim in his SCIENCE article
• Our research used by the strategists of the Solidarity Fund, National
Treasury et al
We are also the only company to have a complete brand, product,
media and psychographic tracker to have collected data on all levels,
except Level 5. All these data points can reliably be compared to data
from the 2008 recession or even just 2019 data.
• No other currency data is available for this year, except our TGI
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How to use this Lockdown Data for
Decisioneering
• Impact Assessments of
•
•
•
•

Covid19 corporate programs
Civil society behaviour change programs
Government communications
Covid19 Fund Reputations

• Diagnostic forecasting for
•
•
•
•

Citizen mental health and resilience
Consumer spending and consumption patterns
Distressed brands and media engagement
Media consumption across all platforms
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Our experience in citizen research
Healthcare
• HIV Aids testing
• Contraception
• Mobile Clinics
• High-risk
adolescent girls
• HIV Aids
services

Governments in
Africa

Childcare &
Development

• Political leaders
• Government
performance
• Quality of Life
• Healthcare
facility benchline
• State Capture
in SA
• Performance
of Cities
• Fairtrade

• Sesame Street
impact in rural
areas
• Wellbeing of
pregnant
women &
mothers
• Child & Youthcare workers in
vulnerable
families

Education
• Children not
attending
school
• Workbook
impact in
schools
• Impact of
learner
pregnancy
• Study bestcase schools

Social Dynamics
• Anti-Semitism
• Audit of
provincial
Structures to
prevent
violence
• track
households
which need
social
assistance
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Regions
covered
for social
research

• All of sub-Saharan Africa for both qualitative
and quantitative methodologies
• And some Asian countries- Vietnam and
Bangladesh

Some of our clients include
• Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation
• UNICEF
• Sesame Street, Washington

• AVAC
• SA Government
• PEW research center
• CHOC
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project

Lead
Andrea Rademeyer
CEO & Founder, Ask Afrika
Email: andrea.rademeyer@askafrika.co.za
Impact-driven experience:
• Ask Afrika is known for innovative methodologies and Decisioneering. Currently Andrea is serving
on two Covid19 MAC technical committees led by Prof Mokgatle and Prof Mehtar.
• The Ask Afrika Covid19 Tracker is her passion and contribution to our country, during the Corona
Trauma.
• Andrea is registered with SAMRA, ESOMAR, PAMRO and as a research psychologist, with the
Health Professions Council of South Africa. She successfully completed the YPO-WPO Presidents’
Program at Harvard Business School, Boston USA (2015, 2016,2017, 2018) and has delivered
several International papers, complimented by leadership awards and accolades
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at your

service

Maria Petousis
Industry Lead – TGI & MEDIA
maria.petousis@askafrika.co.za

Himesh Nana
Business Development– TGI & MEDIA
himesh@askafrika.co.za

Mariette Croukamp
Industry Lead- PUBLIC SERVICE
mariette@askafrika.co.za

Jean Moolman
Industry Lead- SOCIAL
jean@askafrika.co.za

Blanche Mpofu
Client Experience
blanche@askafrika.co.za

“You know you are truly alive when you’re living among lions.” ― Isak Dinesen, Out of Africa.
137 Lakeview Office Park, Muckleneuk Street, Nieuw Muckleneuk, Pretoria 0181, South Africa
Tel: +27 12 428 7400 • www.askafrika.co.za • connect@askafrika.co.za
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“When we empower
and care for people
they adapt and do
amazing things, we just
have to give them the
tools, time, and culture
to succeed.” - Josh Bersin
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